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In the paper, the problem of minimum-fuel aeroassisted spacecraft regional reconnaissance (orbital hop-
ping) is considered. A new nonlinear constrained optimal control formulation is designed and constructed 
so as to describe this mission scenario. This formulation contains multiple exo-atmospheric and atmo-
spheric flight phases and correspondingly, two sets of flight dynamics. The constructed continuous-time 
optimal control system is then discretized via a multi-phase global collocation technique. The resulting 
discrete-time system is optimized using a newly proposed gradient-based optimization algorithm. Several 
comparative simulations are carried out and the obtained optimal results indicate that it is effective and 
feasible to use the proposed multi-phase optimal control design for achieving the aeroassisted vehicle 
orbital hopping mission.

© 2018 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the past few decades, aeroassisted orbital transfer vehicles 
have received considerable attention due to their extensive appli-
cations in space exploration [1–3]. One important advantage of 
using this type of flight vehicle is that it has the capability to 
apply the aerodynamic forces and its engine model effectively [1,
4]. Early works on developing the aeroassisted spacecraft mainly 
focus on the propulsion and online guidance systems [5–7]. For 
example, in [8], the authors proposed an online minimum energy-
loss guidance strategy for the aeroassisted vehicle. Naidu et al. 
[9] designed a neighboring optimal guidance scheme for the non-
linear aeroassisted vehicle dynamics. Meanwhile, many important 
research works focusing on the aeroassisted vehicle orbital transfer 
have been extensively investigated [4,10]. Specifically, Darby and 
Rao [11] considered a small-scale spacecraft orbital transfer prob-
lem using impulsive thrust. In their work, the entire mission was 
completed during the space flight. Begum et al. [12] designed the 
aeroassisted orbital transfer trajectory based on the optimal con-
trol theory. Different with the work carried out in [11], both the 
space flight and atmospheric pass were used to complete the mis-
sion in [12].
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Although the aforementioned research works show the poten-
tial feasibility and benefits of using the aeroassisted vehicle for the 
orbital transfer, less attention has been paid to apply the aeroas-
sisted vehicle for an orbital hopping or regional reconnaissance 
mission profile. Therefore, in this paper, a new aeroassisted space-
craft orbital hopping problem formulation is proposed and studied. 
The main objective of this work is to generate the minimum-fuel 
trajectory for the orbital hopping mission. Then based on the ob-
tained optimal solutions, a better understanding in terms of the 
performance requirements and the structure of the problem can 
be gained.

The overall optimal fuel consumption aeroassisted vehicle or-
bital hopping problem is formulated as a multiple-phase nonlinear 
optimal control problem. This type of problem is becoming an ac-
tive topic since the obtained optimal reference trajectory can be 
implemented in various industrial applications [13–16]. To calcu-
late the optimal solution, a typical direct transcription algorithm 
(e.g. Gauss pseudospectral method [17,18]) is applied to discretize 
the vehicle dynamics. In recent years, global collocation techniques 
have attracted extensive attentions and a large amount of work is 
being carried out in this field [3]. For example, Fahroo and Ross 
[19] developed a Chebyshev pseudospectral approach for solving 
the general Bolza trajectory optimization problems with control 
and state constraints. In their follow-up work [20], a pseudospec-
tral knotting algorithm was designed so as to solve nonsmooth 
optimal control problems. The main advantage with pseudospectral 
methods is that a high approximation accuracy can be achieved 
with much less temporal nodes [18,21]. After generating the opti-
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Fig. 1. Aeroassisted vehicle orbital hopping mission profile.

mal solutions, the results are analyzed to show the key features of 
the constructed problem in the simulation section.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, 
a new minimum-fuel aeroassisted spacecraft orbital hopping mis-
sion is proposed and formulated. In order to guide the vehicle 
overflying different ground target positions, a series of event se-
quences are constructed and embedded in the problem formu-
lation. Section 3 gives a brief description in terms of the direct 
algorithm used to calculate the optimal solution. The main results 
are provided in Section 4, where comparative simulations verify 
the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed design philosophy. 
The concluding remark is given in Section 5.

2. Aeroassisted spacecraft reconnaissance optimal control 
problem

The mission scenario investigated in this research focuses on 
the atmospheric skip hopping, targeting the entry into the atmo-
sphere down to different predetermined positions for observation 
and gathering of information of inaccessible areas. Once these po-
sitions are reached, the spacecraft starts the ascent phase, exit-
ing the atmosphere and returning back to Low Earth Orbit (LEO). 
During the mission, the aeroassisted spacecraft can fly in either 
the unpowered exo-atmospheric flight, powered exo-atmospheric 
flight, or unpowered atmospheric flight. The overall mission profile 
is illustrated in Fig. 1.

It is worth noting that as shown in Fig. 1, the dashed line 
phases may repeat several times (e.g. n − 1 times). This is because 
in this paper, it is expected for the aeroassisted vehicle to have a 
multiple-hop trajectory in order to overfly different target regions 
and complete the reconnaissance mission. An example of a single-
hop mission can be found in our previous work [22].

2.1. Vehicle equations of motion

The dynamics of the aeroassisted vehicle is modeled as a point 
mass over a spherical rotating Earth. For the exo-atmospheric 
flight, the effect caused by aerodynamic forces can be ignored and 
the differential equations of motion are defined as [23,24]:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ṙ = V sinγ

θ̇ = V cos γ sin ψ
r cos φ

φ̇ = V cos γ cos ψ
r

V̇ = T cos α
m − g sinγ + ωV

γ̇ = T sin α
mV + (

V 2−gr
rV ) cosγ + ωγ

ψ̇ = V
r cosγ sinψ tanφ + ωψ

ṁ = − T
Isp g

(1)

where r, θ , φ, V , γ , ψ , m represent the radial distance, longi-
tude, latitude, velocity, flight-path angle, heading angle and vehi-
cle’s mass, respectively. α is the angle of attack and T is the thrust 
force. During unpowered flight phases, T is set to zero. The gravity 
g = μ

r2 , in which μ is the gravitational parameter. Isp is the specific 
impulse. ωV , ωγ and ωψ stand for the contribution of Coriolis ac-
celeration and convected acceleration. Their analytical expressions 
can be given by
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ωV = �2r cosφ(sinγ cosφ − cosγ sinψ cosψ)

ωγ = 2� cosφ sinψ

+ �2r cosφ(cosγ cosφ + sinγ cosψ sinφ)

ωψ = �2r cos φ sin φ
cos γ − 2�(tanγ cosψ cosφ − sinφ)

(2)
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